
 

Dear Colleagues,  
 
     On behalf of the MRCG membership, I would like to express our gratitude to the  
organizers, local arrangement committee and speakers for the 28th annual meeting  
 graciously hosted by the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. Attendees started off the  
weekend with a round of miniature golf at “Cool Crest” and/or dinner at a traditional 
Kansas City barbeque Friday evening. Thanks to Thomas Edmondson and Christine Young 
for organizing the meeting and securing a wonderful group of talks on Saturday and  
Sunday, including Dawn C. Heller, as our featured speaker on AIC Guidelines to Digital  
Photography. We are indebted to Randy Ash, Steven Bonadies, James Cutrone, Tom 
Edmondson, Kathryn G. Etre, Richard McCoy, Claire Hoevel, Gersil N. Kay, Harold 
Mailand, Marissa Racht Ryan, Mary Schafer, Jodie Utter, Dean Yoder, and Christine 
Young for their presentations and sharing their expertise.  
 
     We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to Nelson-Atkins colleagues Interim  
Co-Director Steven D. Bonadies, Director of Conservation and Collections Management 
Elizabeth Batchelor, and conservation staff members Kate Garland, Scott Heffley and Mary 
Schafer for hosting the meeting, reception, sharing the museum expansion and renovation, 
and for their guided tours of storage and conservation. And lastly, we’d like to thank Kan-
sas City for Waterfire which featured over 55 floating bonfires on Brush Creek Saturday 
evening. The City didn’t have to go all out on the guild’s behalf, but we appreciated the 
fanfare all the same. Thanks again to everyone who made the weekend so successful.  
 
     Please join me in welcoming the new MRCG officers: Kathryn Campbell was elected  
Secretary, and Peter Mecklenberg Treasurer.  Marissa Racht Ryan continues her term as 
Vice-President.  I would also like to recognize our outgoing officers for their service to the 
Guild: Co-Interim Presidents Christine Young and Thomas Edmondson and secretary/
treasurer Richard McCoy. Chris and Tom led the guild with enthusiasm and are passing on 
the gavel. If this wasn’t enough, Chris volunteered to be Program Chair and organize the 
next two annual meetings. Kudos to Richard for bringing the Guild into the 21st century: 
He designed the wiki site (http://mrcg.wik.is/), automated our membership services, 
meetings, and archives, and published our membership directories. Although no longer an 
officer, we hope he will continue as the wiki website administrator. Thanks to all past, 
present and future officers for their seemingly tireless advocacy on behalf of the Guild, and 
to the wonderful colleagues and friends who comprise the membership. We have a long 
tradition of excellence and are successful because of everyone’s participation. 
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MRCG Officers for  
2008-2009: 

 

Barbara Heller, President           

313-833-7834 

Marissa Racht Ryan,   

Vice President, 216-231-7880 

Kathryn Campbell, Secretary 

312-944-5401 

Peter Mecklenberg, Tresurer 

651-450-8954 

MRCG Records 

Cecile Mear requests that anyone 
who has boxes of MRCG records 
contact her with the amount of ma-
terial and what types of records they 
have.  She is trying to locate all ar-
chival records so that they can 
be organized and properly housed 
before the fall meeting.  Rebecca 
Hosta, Cincinnati Art Museum Ar-
chivist, will process the re-
cords.  Once they know where the 
records are, they will make arrange-
ments to have them shipped to Cin-
cinnati.  According to the Consult-
ant Report for MRCG Archives 
submitted by Chuck Hill at the Oc-
tober 2006 meeting, records from 
the Spring 2000, Fall 1995 and 
Spring 1991 meetings are miss-
ing.  If you were an officer during 
those years, or if you just have pa-
pers from those meetings in your 
files, please pass those along.  You 
may contact Cecile at  

cecile.mear@cincyart.org or at 
(513) 639-2906. 

mailto:cecile.mear@cincyart.org
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SAVE THE DATE 
     I would like to extend an invitation to everyone to attend the 29th annual 
MRCG meeting which will be hosted by the Detroit Institute of Arts October 
10-11, 2009. The meeting will be on Shifting Sands: Changes in the  
Perception of Ethics in the Implementation of Conservation  
Treatments (working title). Christine Young said this topic was inspired by 
the Wheel of Integrity diagram that Katie Etre, DIA Objects Conservation  
Fellow, included in her presentation. It is reproduced here for the benefit of 
the membership, and is from an English Heritage publication: Drury, P. and 
McPherson, A., Conservation Principles: Policies and Guidance for the  
Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment; London; © English Heritage, 
2007:

 

Possible suggestions for talks include: 

Cleaning controversies 

Impact of intellectual property laws on treatment 
of contemporary works 

Changes in attitude and access relative to Native 
American artifacts 

Current thoughts on the mounting/dismounting of 
photographs 

To line or not to line paintings 

Updates on textile conservation procedures and 
methodologies  

Treatment of outdoor sculpture 

Contrasting approaches to treating wall-paintings 

     In addition, Chris is in the process of organizing the 2010 meeting which will be on the History of Conservation, with a focus 
on the impact of WWII on the field. She has approached several colleagues and we look forward to a very educational and engaging 
meeting for our 30th anniversary. We are also considering hosting a workshop on Golden paints given by Mark Golden in the near 
future. Her update follows. 
     The 2010 meeting is another historic milestone, so please assist us in documenting the history of MRCG on the wiki site.  
Additionally, if anyone has any MRCG archives in their possession, please send them to Cecile Mear, at the Cincinnati Art Museum, 
953 Eden Park Dr, Cincinnati, OH 45202. 
     Please contact Christine Young, Program Chair about ideas or giving a presentation. We plan on leaving time in the schedule so 

you can see the renovated and expanded DIA, enjoy the gallery reinstallations and, as our new tag line states, let yourself go!  
 

Update from the Program Chair, Christine Young 

     I am currently working on programs for 2009 and 2010. Progress is being made on both, and as always, I am extremely open to 
contributions from fellow members. If you have any insights, leads to follow, or potential talks, please get in touch. 
     By popular request, our fall meeting will kick off with another workshop by Mark Golden. Surprisingly, Mark felt that he had 
“blown” our first workshop; we will have to be sure to show our full appreciation this time around. 
     The topic for 2009 has no real title, but I’m thinking of something along the lines of “ethics are a fluid” or “shifting sands”.  The 
basic concept is how we re-define ethics and treatments over time. There are numerous possible subjects. Some are legislative in  
origin such as intellectual property law and treatment of contemporary art and use of ethnographic collections. Some reflect changes 



 

Litas Liparini Restoration Studio  
823 Main Street, Evanston, IL, 60202, Phone: 847 491 0110 
     Jane Foley, who runs the sculpture and objects conservation, 
recently went to Kuwait for the UN to assess the National  
Collection of International Islamic and ancient objects. The  
objects were stolen in the first Gulf War and taken to Iraq where 
British conservators helped negotiate for their return in 1991. Jane 
assessed each piece, some of which had suffered war  
damage, provided treatment proposals and designs for reversible 
mounting systems for 270 large architectural elements and smaller 
objects. This will enable an estimate so a budget can be established 
to perform the work necessary so that in 2012, when the  
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in society and museums, making the use of art more collaborative with community. Others are more egocentric, being the application 
of ethical and non-ethical labels to specific treatments.  
     Currently, several papers have been offered by members.  Joyce Hill Stoner has agreed to speak on the very long history of  
controversy surrounding the cleaning of paintings. 
      If you have an older treatment that you would now do differently due to ethical considerations , if you have done a treatment that 
is “ethical” today but would not have been a decade or two ago, or if you are aware of current controversies within your specialization, 
PLEASE get in touch with me. 
     The 2010 meeting is extremely ambitious and will hopefully make a significant contribution to our field. The plan is to begin to 
chronicle the history of conservation, with a focus on the United States. For this meeting, we are looking at conservation in the first 
half of the 20th century; if all goes well, we may be following up with a program on the second half of the century. 
     I have been researching as best I can from Nashville, including wading through many of the oral history transcripts; Joyce Hill 
Stoner has been tremendously helpful with all this.  I do need to see a few articles from early “Studies in Conservation.” If anyone has 
“Studies” from the ‘50’s in their libraries, please let me know. 
     We have Francesca Bewer on board to discuss the early history of conservation at the Fogg, and there are other speakers pending. 
     Anyone with interest in this subject, or with contacts of possible use, please get in touch. There’s lot to be done, and I have only so 
much time to put to it. 
     One final note: There is an immediate question of how far we want to take this project. My investigations and discussions with  
sundry people, including Eric Pourchot at AIC, indicate that there is, indeed, no comprehensive chronicle of our history and that 
there is a desire to have one produced. There is a suggestion that funding would be available to produce a tangible document such as a 
short book. With money available, I think we could ask presenters to produce chapters on their topics. When contacting potential  
contributors, I have been very vague about what we are asking them to do; I don’t think this inspires confidence. I would like to have 
feed back from members as to whether it is appropriate or feasible to go this extra step, or if we should keep focus on the meeting 
itself. The current uncertainty is a significant handicap in program-planning and is a roadblock to any monetary planning. Please  
contact me with your opinions so we can move forward.  You can contact me at, cypaper@bellsouth.net, or (615) 227-0538. 
 
Thanks for all your help, now and in the future.   

NEWS FROM INDIANA 

Indianapolis Museum of Art  
 
     A $1.75 million challenge grant was awarded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to establish an endowment for the position of 
a senior conservation scientist. This grant, which must be matched by $1.5 million within three years, will enable the IMA to conduct 
an international search to fill the position.  Once the scientist has been appointed, the IMA will initiate a comprehensive plan for  
outfitting the newly created laboratory with instrumentation funded through a $2.6 million grant provided by Lilly Endowment, Inc.  
     A three-story fluorescent light installation by Robert Irwin entitled Light and Space III was specifically designed for the Museum's 
main 60-foot atrium Pulliam Great Hall. Unveiled as a commission in honor of the Indianapolis Museum of Art’s 125th anniversary 
this October, the work is the IMA's newest and largest addition to its fast-growing contemporary art program. 
     Linda Witkowski and Christina Milton O’Connell will be treating The Virgin of Guadalupe, a large late 17th century Mexican painting 

museum restoration is complete, the collection can be  
re-housed. 
     In June Inez Litas joins her for another season at the Amorium 
Excavation Project in Turkey where Jane is Assistant Director 
and Head of Conservation and Inez will run the small finds con-
servation section. 
Elena King, The Chicago Conservation Center 

     I recently had the pleasure of carrying out an unusual and  
unexpected treatment of a painting here at the Center. It was a 
wonderful example of how a routine conservation examination 
can reveal insight on a painting’s past, and the mystery  
surrounding its history.  
     To see more go to: www.chicagoconservation.com  . 
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NEWS FROM M ICHIGAN 

INDIANA– CONTINUED 

created for the Seville, Spain market that will be included in the upcoming Sacred Spain exhibition at the IMA. An educational video on 
the examination and conservation treatment of the The Virgin of Guadalupe will be created by the conservators and IMA’s New Media 
staff for the exhibition. http://www.imamuseum.org/explore/exhibitions/sacredspain 
 
     The conservation department recently lost two conservators due to museum-wide budget cuts and staff reductions. Their contribu-
tions to the museum, the MRCG, and our profession were invaluable.  They will be greatly missed. 
 
Exhibitions 
 
European Design Since 1985: Shaping the New Century 
March 8-June 21, 2009 
 
     This exhibition, the first critical survey of contemporary Western European decorative and industrial design, presents 250 seminal 
works including furniture, ceramics, metalwork, glass and product design that reveal the extraordinary creativity of two generations 
of designers in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal, Scandinavia, Spain and the United Kingdom. The Euro-
pean Design exhibition reflects an important initiative by the IMA in the area of 20th- and 21st-century design. 
Fashion in Bloom: April 4, 2009-January 31, 2010 
     This exhibition, drawn entirely from the IMA’s extensive Fashion Arts Collection, brings together 25 examples of fashion that fea-
ture flower motifs The exhibition features three 18th Century ensembles, including a rare man’s suit from 1775, along with 19th 
Century gowns and 20th Century garments..  Among the designers whose work will be exhibited are Norman Norell, Bill Blass, 
Givenchy, Galanos, Trigère and Callot Soeurs. 
Collected Thoughts: Works from the Dorothy and Herbert Vogel Collection: through April 12, 2009 
     As part of "The Dorothy and Herbert Vogel Collection: Fifty Works for Fifty States" national gift program, the Indianapolis Mu-
seum of Art is the first to present 50 works from the Vogels' esteemed collection that have recently joined the Museum's permanent 
collection.  The gifts include primarily works on paper from the late 1960s to 2000, by artists such as Lynda Benglis, James Bishop, 
Robert Mangold, Elizabeth Murray, Edda Renouf and Richard Tuttle, among others. 
 
Preserving a Legacy: Wishard Hospital Murals: through March 29, 2009 
 
     Linda Witkowski and Christina Milton O’Connell participated in the opening of the exhibition, including in-gallery tours and a talk 
to the general public on the history and conservation treatment of the murals.   
 
Exhibition Conservation Blogs and Flickr sites: 
 
http://www.imamuseum.org/blog/2008/12/19/preserving-a-legacy-wishard-hospital-murals/#more-2297 
 
http://www.imamuseum.org/blog/2009/02/27/preserving-a-legacy-see-it-while-you-can/#more-3504 
 
Conservation of T.C Steele’s Autumn Landscape-Flickr set:  
 
http://flickr.com/photos/imaitsmyart/sets/72157610021592841/ 
 
Conservation of Jay H. Connaway’s Landscape with Rolling Hills-Flickr set: 
 
http://flickr.com/photos/imaitsmyart/sets/72157614399310519/ 

Detroit Institute of Arts  
Conservation:  
     In spite of the DIA’s remarkably  

successful grand opening in November 
2007 and attendance exceeding 800,000 
visitors, the museum continues to face 

considerable financial challenges,  
complicated by the deepening worldwide 
recession. In order to address these  

http://www.imamuseum.org/explore/exhibitions/sacredspain
http://www.imamuseum.org/blog/2008/12/19/preserving-a-legacy-wishard-hospital-murals/#more-2297
http://www.imamuseum.org/blog/2009/02/27/preserving-a-legacy-see-it-while-you-can/#more-3504
http://flickr.com/photos/imaitsmyart/sets/72157610021592841/
http://flickr.com/photos/imaitsmyart/sets/72157614399310519/
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NEWS FROM M INNESOTA 

Minnesota Historical Society 
 Sherelyn Ogden, Head of  
Conservation, Minnesota Historical Society 
345 Kellogg Blvd. West, St. Paul, 
MN  55102 
     At the Minnesota Historical Society we 
just received a Save America’s Treasures 
grant, matched by previously received state 
funding, to begin a long-term project to 
stabilize the Society’s collection of Civil 
War and Spanish American War flags. Ann 
Frisina, textile conservator, and Sherelyn 
Ogden, head of conservation, will direct 
this project. Sherelyn and Tim Herstein, 
paper conservation assistant, just finished 
preparing 100 maps for an exhibit at the 
Society titled Minnesota on the Map. Paul 
Storch and Tom Braun, objects conserva-
tors, have been busy with Vatican Splen-
dors, a traveling exhibit from the Vatican, 
and with Minnesota’s Greatest Generation, 
an exhibit opening this spring. 
  
Midwest Art Conservation Center  
Upcoming MACC Workshops: 
Long-Range Planning for Museum 
Collections 

May 9-10 MacNider Art Museum – Mason 
City, IA  
June 4-5 Chippewa Valley Museum – Eau 
Claire, WI 
  
     A long-range preservation/conservation 
plan is a document which clearly defines the 
present state of your collections and your 
intended goals for their long-term care  
including options for how these goals will be 
funded. This workshop will assist  
participants in developing this useful tool 
which is also a necessary component in grant 
applications for conservation funding. The 
instructors will work personally with  
participants to develop an outline to use 
toward completion of the plan at their home 
institution. The nonmember fee for this 
workshop is $295. This workshop is  
co-sponsored by The MacNider Art Museum 
and the Chippewa Valley Museum. 
  
Dangerous Materials: Chemical  
Poisons in Native American and other 
Ethnographic Artifacts 
May 11-12 Asmat Museum of American Art, 
University of St. Thomas Campus – St. Paul, 
MN 

      Determining the potential hazards in 
your Native American and ethnographic 
collections and taking appropriate  
measures to mitigate those hazards  
necessitates a multidisciplinary team  
approach. This workshop, through  
lecture, demonstration, and discussion 
will detail this approach while exploring 
the historical use of poisons in Native 
American and ethnographic artifacts, how 
to identify them, and their potential  
removal, taught by Nancy Odegaard - 
Conservator, Professor and Head,  
Preservation Division Arizona State  
Museum, University of Arizona. She is a 
published expert on the material  
character, handling and challenges of  
anthropological materials. The  
nonmember fee for this workshop is $355. 
This workshop is co-sponsored by the 
Asmat Museum of American Art,  
University of St. Thomas. 
  
 
 
Grant Writing for Advanced  
Conservation Projects 

challenges the DIA fundamentally restruc-
tured its operation to significantly reduce  
expenses while preserving the public’s  
expectation of an outstanding visitor  
experience. In an effort to reduce the $34 
million annual operating budget by $6  
million, the DIA eliminated fifty-six (56) 
full-time and seven (7) part-time positions 
as of March 1st. We sincerely regret to  
inform you that the Conservation  
department was substantially reduced. We 
are devastated at the loss of so many  
dedicated and talented long-time staff 
members . Present staff includes one  
conservator of paintings, paper, objects, 
and textiles, an Andrew W. Mellon  
Fellow, a research scientist, a mount fabri-
cator, photographer/imager and an admin-
istrative assistant. Staff will continue to 
work on the collection, exhibitions, grants, 
storage upgrade projects, gallery rotations 
and the preparation of works to be  

displayed in the future Islamic gallery.    
     Current DIA exhibitions: American 
Chronicles: The Art of Norman Rockwell, March 
8 – May 31, 2009. The exhibition features 
forty-four of the artist’s paintings of  
everyday life, from early-twentieth-century 
small towns to the Civil Rights movement, 
as well as all of Rockwell’s Saturday  
Evening Post covers. Organized by the 
Norman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge, 
Massachusetts, American Chronicles has 
been made possible by a grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts,  
American Masterpieces Program.  
Publication support has been provided by 
the Henry Luce Foundation. Media  
sponsorship has been provided by the  
Curtis Publishing Company and by the 
Norman Rockwell Estate Licensing  
Company. Learning by Line: The Role of 
Drawing in the Eighteenth Century, February 
18 - June 15, 2009. The approximately 100 

drawings derived from the permanent  
collection are arranged thematically to  
illuminate the goals of artists and collectors 
and the different genres such as history 
subjects, portraiture, and landscapes. Master 
Pieces: Chess Sets from the Dr. George and 
Vivian Dean Collection, January 10 - May 17, 
2009. This exhibition includes more than 
two dozen sets from the world-renowned 
collection of Dr. George and Vivian Dean. 
Ranging from the 16th to the 20th  
centuries, these chess sets represent  
exquisite examples from Asia, the Middle 
East, Europe, and the United States.  
Subject matter includes “Good Against 
Evil”, “Communism Against Capitalism” to 
“Germany Against France,” among many 
others. This exhibition has been generously 
supported by Dr. George and Vivian Dean. 
Additional support has been provided by 
the Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural 
Affairs and the City of Detroit. 
 



M INNESOTA (CONTINUED) 
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August 3-4 MINITEX Library Information Network (MINITEX), University of Minnesota – Minneapolis, MN 
        
     A comprehensive workshop on locating and completing applications toward federal and private grants for larger projects such as: 
Long-range planning, HVAC systems; and Object by object surveys. Participants will work as a group and personally with the  
instructor to draft an application and receive follow up assistance after the workshop until the application is completed. The  
nonmember fee for this workshop is $245. This workshop is co-sponsored by MINITEX. 
  
“Framers” and Public Workshops will be running soon! 
  
     Further information on these workshops can be viewed at MACC’s website: www.preserveart.org Registrants can also contact the 
Preservation Services Coordinator, Melinda Markell at 612-870-3128 or email: info@preserveart.org. Discounted workshop rates are 
available to students and small institutions.  
  
“Framer’s” Workshops 
May-September, 2nd Thursdays 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., MACC in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts – Minneapolis, MN 
  

Cost:                    $65.00 each workshop separately 
  $60 each for up to 3 workshop 
  $55 each for 4 workshops 

                                            $50 each for all 5 workshops 
  
(When booked together prior to first workshop – registration must be submitted at least one week prior to the workshop date.) 
  
Modern Day Framing Materials: A Professional Conservator’s Assessment 
May 14, 2009 MACC Laboratories 
  
     Even though new materials for framing become available all of the time, framing supply manufacturers depend almost exclusively 
on sales people to provide product information for potential users.  Much of this sales information, however, does not present  
essential information about the chemical and physical analysis and stability of these new products.  In this workshop a professional  
conservator will review and advise on the suitability for all sorts of framing materials that are now available on both the wholesale and 
retail markets.  Participants will learn why certain framing products are appropriate to use with fine art while others should be  
ompletely avoided.  Learn why the terms “acid-free”, “archival” and “museum quality” can be misleading and sometimes downright 
incorrect.  Learn how the chemical properties of certain framing supplies can have a deleterious effect on works of fine art, often  
causing irreversible damages.  Find out what “zeolite technology” is and why it is the future for various types of matting and framing 
boards; what are the best types of adhesives from chemical and reversibility aspects; why “buffered” mat boards are not necessarily 
completely free of acids; what “acid migration” is and why “acid-free” mat boards do not remain “acid-free” over time; why a new mat 
cutting blade should never be used directly out of the package; plus a multitude of other useful and practical information.  Technical 
leaflets and product samples will be available to all participants. 
  
Conservation Methods of Attaching Works of Art to Mats/Mounts: Adhesive & Non-Adhesive Procedures 
 June 11, 2009, MACC Laboratories 
 
     This workshop will demonstrate various ways of attaching works of art on paper to various types of mats and mounts for framing 
and ultimate display.  Both adhesive and non-adhesive procedures will be demonstrated and discussed including the use of water torn 
Japanese tissue paper hinges and wheat starch paste, which is the museum standard.  The use of various non-adhesive methods for the 
attachment of works of art on paper will be shown in particular, since any adhesive used on paper is potentially destructive and  
irreversible.  Participants will be encouraged to bring their own works on paper and pre-cut mats for demonstration and practice  
purposes.  Technical leaflets and product samples will be available to all participants. 
  
Conservation Methods of Specialty Matting and Framing: Float Mats, Shadow Boxes and Vitrines 
 July 9, 2009, MACC Laboratories 

http://www.preserveart.org/
mailto:info@preserveart.org
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Andrea Chevalier 

Barbara Heller 

Elena V. King 

David Marquis 

David Miller 
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     While many types of works of art on paper can be matted and framed using traditional 
window over mats, many others cannot.  This workshop will cover a variety of techniques 
for the display of works of art on paper in non-traditional matting and framing.  The use of 
“float mats” is one specialized method for matting works of art where traditional window 
over mats are not possible, but float mats can be problematic over time.  Special hinging 
methods for float mats will be discussed and demonstrated, as well as issues surrounding the 
matting, framing and display of three-dimensional works of art.  Participants will be  
encouraged to bring their own works on paper and pre-cut mats for demonstration of the 
use of float mats and practice purposes.  Technical leaflets and product samples will be  
available to all participants. 
  
Conservation Methods for Matting and Framing Photographs: Historic to  
Contemporary 
 August 13, 2009, MACC Laboratories 

  
     Photographs can be especially problematic for matting and framing due to the inherent complexity of the chemical and physical 
properties associated with various developing and printing processes and materials used in photography.  This workshop will  
concentrate on practical methods and procedures for the matting and framing of a variety of photographic prints.  Learn why 
“buffered” mat boards and backing boards can irreversibly damage photographs; how to attach photographs into mats using no  
adhesives; how to mat photographs on RC (resin-coated) papers; why the use of foam core boards should never be used with  
photographic prints; why the chemistry of black mat boards and mount boards is so important; and a host of other practical  
information and techniques.  Participants will be encouraged to bring their own photographs and pre-cut mats for discussion,  
demonstration and practice purposes.  Technical leaflets and product samples will be available to all participants. 
Conservation Methods for Framing Paintings on Canvas, Board and Wooden Panels 
 September 10, 2009, MACC Laboratories 
  
     More damages are caused to paintings by framing than any other source!  This workshop will concentrate on methods and  
techniques to properly frame paintings to Museum Conservation Standards.  Learn how to properly frame paintings to prevent future 
damages; why nails should never be used to attach paintings into frames; why backing boards are necessary for paintings and how to 
properly apply them; why screw eyes can be the deathblow for paintings; what are stretcher keys and how are they used; why  
improper framing of wooden panel paintings can cause splits and cracking; why “strip” frames should never be used on any type of 
painting; why frame rabbets must be padded and how to do it; Why metal frames should never be used for paintings; plus a host of 
other practical techniques and information.  Participants may bring their own painting (no larger than 16x20”) and a pre-cut frame 
(Make sure it fits the painting!) for demonstration and practice purposes.  Technical leaflets and product samples will be available to 
all participants. 
  
Public Workshops 
October-November, 2nd Thursdays 6:30-8:30 p.m., located at MACC in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts – Minneapolis, MN 

  
Cost:                    $75 each 
  $135 Both  

(When booked together prior to first workshop - registration must be submitted at least one week prior to the workshop date.) 
  

Using Ultraviolet Light to Examine and Assess Works of Art 
October 8, 2009, MACC Laboratories 

  
     One of the most useful analytical techniques available to conservators is Ultraviolet light.  You may have heard curators, collectors 
or auction house staff ask to see an artwork under “black light,” but did you know why or what they were looking for?   
This never-before-offered workshop will answer this question and many others in a very practical hands-on way.  Participants will 
have a rare behind-the-scenes opportunity to see a professional conservator who is an expert in Ultraviolet Light Analysis of Fine Art 
examine a number of paintings, works on paper, documents and photographs demonstrating this valuable analytical technique.  Then 
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participants will have the opportunity to examine a number of artworks on their own!  Participants will also be encouraged to bring 
a two-dimensional artwork of their own (no larger than 16x20” please) for analysis. 
  
Conservation Procedures that Aid in Identifying Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World 
November 12, 2009, MACC Laboratories 
  
     The art world and art market are full of fakes and forgeries- or as conservators like to say, “artworks that appear to be something 
that they are not.”  Analysis of a questionable artwork relies on a number of sources including art historians, curators and other  
experts including conservators, but while conservation analysis of a questionable piece is not a definitive ruling of authenticity, it can 
be an important asset in making a sound determination.  In this aspect conservation is very similar to forensic science.  This  
never-before-offered workshop will be an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for participants to learn some of the techniques and  
methodologies used by conservators to analyze the authenticity of artworks.  Through a combination of lecture, PowerPoint  
presentation and actual hands-on analysis, participants will have the chance to examine, analyze and discuss a number of “artworks 
that appear to be something that they are not!” 
 
MuseuM Services Corporation (MSC) 
Good news!  This recession will end!   
 MuseuM Services Corporation (MSC) started 28 years ago in 1980 when unemployment was 9% (1 in 11 people were unem-
ployed), when home mortgages were approximately 13-14%, and when inflation was 8-10 percent.  It seemed like a pretty gloomy 
time. 
  
The model MSC has followed to stay in business goes something like this: 
     Over the past 28 years, three economic cycles have taken place.  During those cycles, MSC has held its own and grown by  
diversifying its product line with new and different products and expanded its market to include domestic and export markets. 
     When one part of the economy declines in activity, another through different or delayed economic cycles picks up the pace.  This 
model has worked for the past 28 years. 
  
Think about the services you offer today and who else you can offer them to.  Consider territories outside your current stomping 
ground.  Consider different pricing strategies.  Consider new or additional services.  Get outside your comfort zone; take risks. 
Think survival and then think prosperity. 
  
Regards, 
  
Peter Mecklenburg 
MRCG Treasurer 
  

NEWS FROM OHIO 

Cleveland Museum of Art 
 
     Our new painting conservator is Dean 
Yoder, Shelley Paine is the new  
objects conservator, Rachel Penniman is 
working as an assistant objects conservator 
and Steve Fixx is working as conservation  
technician for prints and drawings.  Our 
primary focus is the reinstallation of the 
new East Wing, opening at the end of  
June 2009 with 19th c. paintings, sculpture 
and decorative arts. The opening includes a  

photography gallery, European and  
American Modern Art, Cleveland School, 
Craft Gallery and Contemporary Art. 
 
Assistant/Associate Objects  
Conservator (Temporary Position) 
 
     This full-time temporary position is  
available immediately and will conclude 
upon the completion of a major  
reinstallation project, approximately 2012.  
Under the supervision of the  Objects  

Conservator, this position requires the 
candidate to work in close collaboration 
with various departments and staff  
members (including the curatorial and  
conservation staff) to examine, document, 
and treat the Museum’s vast and diverse 
object-based collections as well as aid in 
the reinstallation of works of art as the 
museum begins to reopen to the public.  
     In addition, the candidate will work 
with the design and collection  
management departments to ensure 

M INNESOTA- (CONTINUED) 
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proper handling, preparation, mounting 
and display of these collections.  
      The successful candidate must have a 
Bachelor’s degree and have completed a 
graduate-level course of study in  
Conservation, or equivalent education and 
training, along with at least two years of 
work experience.  The requirements of 
outstanding interpersonal, writing and  
organizational skills as well as the ability to 
work independently or in a team  
environment are essential.  The applicant 
should have excellent hand skills and visual 
acuity and must be able to lift up to 50 
pounds.   
     The salary listed in a former posting for 
this position was incorrect. The salary is 
commensurate with experience. 
 
For Consideration: Qualified applicants 
should send resumes, curricula vitae, three 
professional references or other relevant 
credentials to: 
 
E-Mail: resume@ clevelandart.org      
Human Resources, The Cleveland Museum 
of Art, 11150 East  Boulevard, Cleveland, 
OH 44106-1797 
No Phone Calls Please, EOE/M/F/D/V 

Cincinnati Art Museum 
  
     Stephen Bonadies, Chief Conservator, 
left the Museum in February after 27 years 
in the Conservation Department.  He  
recently began a new job at the Virginia  
Museum of Fine Arts where he is the Chief 
Conservator and Deputy Director for  
Collections Management.  We miss him 
and wish him well! 
      In January, Stephen and Cecile Mear 
presented a program to about 50 members 
of the Cincinnati American Art  
Society.  The presentations focused on how 
to examine works of art before purchase 
and how collectors can care for paintings 
and works on paper in their homes.  Doug 
Eisele of Old World Restoration, Inc. in 
Cincinnati was in the audience and also  
provided insights into collections care. 
  
Intermuseum Conservation  
Association 
 
     The ICA has a new paper conservator, 
Jamye Jamison, who moved to Cleveland 
from California where she worked for 
many years in a private practice. Jamye has 
training and experience in book and paper 

conservation. She graduated from the  
conservation program at the University of 
Texas at Austin.  
     The paintings conservators are busy  
working on the first of three murals from a 
housing project in the Tremont  
neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio. The 
murals were deinstalled some years ago and 
will now be treated for installation at  
various sites. Objects conservation is  
getting ready to reinstall the Allen  
Memorial Art Museum’s Claes Oldenburg 
sculpture, “Plug” once spring arrives.  
 
Racht Ryan Conservation, LLC 
 
     After having the pleasure of working for 
Yoder Conservation for close to six years it 
was difficult to see it close.  I would like to 
extend my most sincere congratulations to 
Dean Yoder on his new position at the 
Cleveland Museum of Art.   
     At the beginning of April, I opened my 
own painting conservation studio, Racht 
Ryan Conservation, LLC, which is located 
in Hiram, Ohio on the campus of Hiram 
College.  In addition, Dean’s support and 
assistance has been greatly appreciated in 
launching this new enterprise. 

MINUTES FROM THE BUSINESS MEETING ,   

KANSAS C ITY , SATURDAY OCTOBER 25TH, 2008 

Call to Order,  Statement from Co-Interim President: 
     Christine Young on behalf of Co-Interim President, Tom Edmondson, called the 2008 Business Meeting to Order and thanked the 
Nelson Atkins Museum of Art, and the entire conservation department for graciously hosting the 2008 MRCG Annual Meeting.  
 
Reading of Minutes from Previous Business Meeting 
     Christine Young pointed out that the Minutes were published in the Spring 2008 Newsletter. 
Marty Radecki motioned to pass the 2007 Annual Meeting minutes.  Randy Ash seconded the motion. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
     Richard McCoy presented the Finalized 2007 Financial Summary of the Guild (attached to these minutes), and gave a rough outline 
of the 2008 Financial Summary, noting that it is all but impossible to give a current summary as Guild’s finances as much of the monies 
were gathered at the start of the Annual Meeting.   Richard also noted that the Guild was able to successfully financially support 3 
emerging conservators at the 2007 MRCG Mastering Fills Workshop, and the 3 emerging conservators at the Chicago Conservation 
Center’s 2008 Modular Cleaning Workshop.   
 
Election of New Officers 
     Chris Young introduced the topic of splitting the Secretary/Treasurer office of the MRCG.  Tom Edmondson & Richard further 
explained that the duties of the Secretary/Treasurer have increased significantly in recent years and agreed that such a change is 
needed.  Richard pointed out that having more Guild officers actively involved in the MRCG is another positive to this change.   
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MINUTES FROM THE BUSINESS MEETING- CONTINUED  

      A vote was held to split this office and to change the MRCG by-laws to reflect such a change.  By an overwhelming majority, 
members voted to split the office and change the by-laws to reflect this change.   
      
Chris announced that 3 open officers positions existed: The President, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
      
Chris announced that Shelly Paine stated to her that she wanted to be President of the Guild.   
      
     Chris asked if there were any others interested in being the MRCG president.  Seeing none, she motioned that Shelly be president 
and a vote be called to make her president.  Martin Radecki seconded the motion. 
      
By an overwhelming majority, Members voted to elect Shelly as President of the Guild.  *(Editor’s note: Shelly declined due to her new 
position at Cleveland Museum of Art.  The officers prevailed upon Barbara Heller, who graciously agree to fill the position for the current year.  The 
position will be open in the fall.)   
      
     Chris led a discussion about the need to have “new blood” in the Guild, and suggested that those that have yet to participate as an 
officer for the Guild become either the Secretary or Treasurer.  Peter Mecklenberg offered to serve as an officer, stating that he would 
prefer to be the Treasurer. 
     Richard introduced Kathryn Campbell, and stated that she had offered to be an officer in the Guild.   
 
By acclamation, Peter was made the Treasurer and Kathryn the Secretary. 
 
Old Business 
The Archives 
Chris presented an update on the MRCG Archives: 

Stephen Bonadies reminded Members that Chuck Hill did a preliminary study on the archives.  This information was presented at the 
2006 Annual Meeting in Cincinnati, OH. 

Richard said he would upload a copy of this report to the Guild’s wiki site. 

It is known that a significant amount of the archives are in Laurie Booth’s possession. 

Jim Cutrone suggested that some of the archives may still be in the possession of the Intermuseum Conservation Association (ICA), 
in Cleveland, OH. 

Richard said he would contact ICA to confirm this fact. 
Chris has a person in mind to complete an organization of the archives. 
 
New Business 
Reduced rates for students 
Chris and Tom suggested that the Guild should have a more formalized guideline for offering reduced rates for the students to attend 
Annual Meetings.  All in attendance agreed in the merit of the idea. 
 
Stephen suggested that this be a yearly decision by the President to decide on the amount of discount.   
 
Chris, Tom, Richard, and Marissa Racht-Ryan suggested that these levels of conservation professionals be considered for reduced rate: 

 Pre-program Students 

 Conservation Technicians 

 Graduate Interns 

 Graduate Fellows 
 
2009 and Future Meeting Locations 
Chris discussed some possible places to have the 2009 MRCG Annual Meeting: Asheville, NC; Coyote, WY; and at the Gerald Ford 
Conservation Center, in Omah, NE (via Kenneth Bé’s suggestion).  She then asked for Member input.   
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Barbara Heller suggested that the Detroit Institute of Arts would be a good location because they recently completed a large renova-
tion and expansion project.   

John Campbell suggested that the Nasher Center would be a good place to have a meeting in the future, not only for its modern and 
contemporary collection but for its location near a number of other museums.     

It was decided that the President-elect would be given a list of possible locations.  The dates and location for the 2009 Annual Meeting 
will be announced in the Spring 2009 Newsletter.  
 
2009 and Future Meeting Topics 
Shifting Ethics in the Conservation Profession 
A program to provide a historical perspective on current ethical choices presented to conservators; would also look at “ethical treat-
ments.”  
 
Shaping the Early History of the Conservation Profession:  Lessons learned from WWII & the Florence Flood.  Drawing from 
the recently produced film, The Rape of Europa, which details some of the ways European museums protected artworks during the Nazi 
regime.     
Key players:  

 Gettens & Keck, Ruhman (Restoration of Paintings – NG London) 

 The Development of the Museum Science Field (Paul Korman – unmasquing Vermeer forger). 
Important to note that a number of US conservators participated in the Florence Flood Clean-up, and will likely have an important 
perspective. 

Golden Products Workshop 

Randy Ash reminded members about the success of the Golden Products Workshop and suggested it might be time to hold a similar 
workshop again. 
 
Richard suggested that Members e-mail other ideas to the President-Elect. 
 
Updating the MRCG Officers’ Manual 
Pursuant to Richard’s presentation about the MRCG Wiki site, and the fact that the MRCG’s Officers’ Manual was last updated in 
1989, the Current MRCG officers agreed that they would examine the manual for each of their offices and make necessary changes.  
Further, from here on, each officer will be required to update the Manual as part of their outgoing business.  Further, the current offi-
cers suggested that the Treasurer be required to inform the other officers if he/she plans on dispersing more than $1000.  This infor-
mation will be included in the updated Officers’ Manual.   

Committees 
Tom appointed Chris to lead a program committee for the 2009  
Annual Meeting. 
Tom appointed Richard to lead a committee for continued MRCG  
web development projects.   
 
Adjournment 
Barbara Heller motioned for adjournment 
Martin Radecki seconded the motion.   
 

Meeting was adjourned.  

 

 

              

Nancy Heugh, Peter Mecklenburg, Linda Butler, Randy Ash, and Jody 
Untter at 2008 Conference in Kansas City  
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SAVE THE DATE 
 

29th Annual MRCG Meeting will be hosted by 
the Detroit Institute of Arts October 10-11, 

2009. The meeting will be on: 
 

 Shifting Sands: Changes in the  
Perception of Ethics in the Implementation of  

Conservation Treatments (working title).  
 

*If you would like to give a presentation, see details inside. 


